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Today women in the United States are more visibly invofued in the ownership of

range of enterprises-from home-based proprietorships to

a

women-established

corporations with employees. Women are achieving new goals in business; increased
educational levels and work experience have opened the entrepreneurial floodgates.

study

will

Tiis

discuss what factors influence and motivate women in corporate America to

"go it alone" while also detailing what it takes for a women to start her own business. Ttre
author will also discuss her aspirations to open a small business.
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INTRODUCTION
Women in the United States today are more visibly involved in the ownership of

range of enterprises-from home-based proprietorships ro

a

women-established

corporations with employees. Women are achieving new goals in business: increased
educational levels and work experience have opened the entrepreneurial floodgates. This
study will analyze what factors influence, motivate, and push women to "go

it alone" and

what it takes for a woman ro start her own business.

ln the United

States today, many inspirational female success stories

exist. Karen

Kydd's experience is one such story. After spending several years as a marketing manager

for Northwest Airlines, Karen Kydd was tired of life inside a big corporation.

She knew

she was detail oriented and creative, so she figured she could stan her oram business. In
I

q89 Karen founded lhe Kydd Group--a marketing service in Minneapolis. The Kydd

group has made it their business to understand both the wholesale ancl the retail side ofthe
businesses they are working

for.

This gffes them an edge to implement marketing

programs that get results. Since 1997, when financing was no longer an issue, the Kydd

Group pursued a nich*-diversity marketing and corporate sponsorship. 'fhis niche has
become key to the Kydd Group's recent
increased

to $2.6 million. A

Erowth. In 10 years the K.ydd Cnoup's revenues

success story like this one could motivate anyone to venture

out on her own
Karen Kydd's story is not an isolated incident. Finding a female zuccess story is really

quite easy these days. The National Foundation of Women Business Oumer's rqrort
titled, "1999 Facts on Women-Ormed Businesses: Trends in the U.S. and the 50 States,"
show's that:
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As of 1999, there are

t

million women-oramed businesses in the United States,
eryloying over 27.5 millim people and generating over $3.6 trillion in sales.
Wome,n owll and/or lead nearly 50 percent of all businesses in the United States.
9.

Women-run businesses enryloy 35 perce,lrt more people than Fortune 500 conryanies.
Wome,n-owned businesses are growing faster than the overall economy in each of the
top 50 metropolitan areas in the United States.
In 1997, women represent an estimeted 32 percent of people eanring MBAs in the
Unites States--up from 5 percent in the earty 1970s.
Betwee'lr L987 and 1999, the number ofwomen-owned firms increased by 103 percent
nationwide, enryloyment increased by 320 percent, and sales grew by 436 percent
(http /Amarw. nfwb o. org ).
:

In recetrt years women have started their own businesses in rrrprecedented

numbers.

In the United States businesses owned by women grew from less than frve percert in lg72

to 28 percent in 1987 (Brackey, 1998). Because the number of women

entrepre,neurs has

grown considerably it is iryortant to understand what factors influence their decision to

go into business for themsetves as well as the ilecessary steps required for starting

a

business.

Ten to twenty years BBo, women entrepreneurs were ffiically divorced, widowed, or
at home with small children. Starting their businesses stemmed from financial necessify

(Buttner, 1993). One government report cited

in

stated,

.Tt

has

conctusively bee,lr shown that women business owrers encounter more obstacles and face

more risks, financialty, socially, economically, culturalty and legally than me,n business
owners face" (1986,

p.58). That report dated back to

statement would have

to be supported rvith

entreprenerus are quite different (Brackey,

1977, so the validity of that

data. Today's modern

female

1998). The 1990s version of the

female

current

entrepreneur was generally 30 to 40 years of age at startup, married with children, college

educatEd, and middle

to upper-middle-class (Buttner, 1993).

According

to

Holty
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Buttner's 1993 report on female entrepreneurs, much of what drives womer into
entrepreneurship

is

increased flexibility and the ability

to balance work

and fu*ily

responsibility. Buttner states, 'Tor msn, being an entrepreneur is a business strategy. For
women, it's a life strategy" (.p.621.
Because so many women like myself are seeking alternative ways

to

balance

their careers with their family and personal goals, the scope of this paper will focus on
service-oriented home-based businesses. Dr. Geoffiey Kessler of the Kessler Exchange,
research bank of information

for

a

small businesses, says that service businesses are the best

tlpes to start now. His report states, "Service needs for the 16+ million busier and busier
two-income families will mushroonr So will those for the burgeoning number of single
parent and single-income thmilies. The elderly und the affiuent people of the world rvill be

more numerous and wealthier than ever before. They, too, will want more services"

Huq

1998

p.6)

The efforts needed to get a strong home-based business started will be

discussed throughout this paper.

Women more than ever before are deciding to write their own rules, set their own
hours, and pay their own salaries. At the outset, this paper will describe my plans for
starting a business because much of what

I

have

to do or have done is interwoven

and

refered to throughout the paper. The second section will outline which factors influence
women to go into business for themselves, address iszues of importance in retaining the
female workforce, and discuss changes corporate America must roake in order
responsive

to

be

to the female workforce. The third section will go on to illustrate every phase

of starting a business from the initial brainstorming to the actual enjoyment of being selF
employed and end with conclusions and reco -mendations for future studies.
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nfY PLAN f.'OR STARTING A BUSINESS
As my journey through graduate school comes to an end, I have finally found what I
helieve I was looking for all along, my passion!

I started the MAL program not really

sure

where it rn'ould lead me, but hoping it would make me a more marketable individual when

I reenter the workforce. In each class there seemed to be either

an assignment or a book

that challenged me and made me question what it is that I really want to do with my life.
What is my calling, my passion, or my purpose? After much soul-searching I have found
the answer. Starting my own parfy

"ssldinating

business specializing in children's pafiies

is that purpose.

I have always known what I love to do and that is to entertain: not just to entertain but

to plan, coordinate, decorate, set-up, and organize dowrr to the very last detail. This is my
excitement.

I love sll the effort required to bring a party to lifb, and I lnow I would

thoroughly eojoy coordinating parties for other people. I recently planned
birthday parry

*y

son's fifth

for 85 people. The theme was a country 'TIoe f)own." There was a

petting zoo with a chicken* a duck, a bunny, a lamb, a goat, and a pig. 'fhere were pony
rides for all the children.

tr

purchased cowboy and cowgirl hats fbr each child as well as

red glow sticks since the parfy took place in the evening. The decorations were red and

white and included balloons, streamers, and stars. The tables were covered with the
traditional red and white checked tablecloths. There !\,ere hay hales surrounding the
animals so that parents had a place to sit while their children played with the animals. We

ate BBQ bee{ hot dogs, c,hips, potato saiad and
smores and salted-in-the-shell peanuts and popcom

firrit.

There was a bonfire

to

make

for uracking. My boys wore jeans

corvbol' boots. 'fhe cake was just what rry little boy asked

and

for-a chocolate cowboy
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cake. The invitations also followed the theme. They were red and white striped and told
the guests to grab their hoots! In the process of planning this party I fotrnd myself more
excited than my son;

I simply loved it.

Not everyone errjoys or has time to plan

pwsue.

I

a

parfy, so there most definitely is a market to

have been told ntmrerous times that

reqponse has always been, 'IMho would pay me

I

should he a parry plennsr, and my

to do this?" I have read about

countless

individuals who have made their dream a reality, ffid these individuals are row busier and

more successfirl than they ever imagined. I have nothing to lose in trying and so much to

gain! While

completing the

MAL program I will be in the process of starting

The

Perfectly Plarurcd Party-my own parry planning husiness.

As of now

I

have done' a great deal of personal brainstorming as well as group

brainstonning with
people think
areas

fa*ily

and friends.

It

has been insightfrrl hearing uihat avenues other

I should pursue, as well as what areas others see as my strong points

I may need assistance in.

weaknesses and allowed me

and

This brainstorming has made me realize some of my

to sort out business ideas, opporfunities,

problems. As optimistic as I am, I am also well aware of the challenges

and potential
ahead

of

me.

Pamela Gilberd, in her book, The Eleven Commandments of Wildly Successfi,rl Women.
teaches women
success

to expect disappointments, set-backs, and failures before, during, and after

(1996). She emphasizes that self-doubt

keeps many women from getting the

credit and success they deserue. Being aware of these potential set backs ahead of time
makes new ventures seem less frightening. Being able

to actnowledge,

embrace, ffid

learn from failures will help entrepreneurs become stronger in business ventures.
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In addition, I attended "Get Connectod," which was a premier women's networking
event that was co-qponsored by the college of St. Catherine, the National Association

of

Women Business Owners (NAWBO), the Small Business Administration (SBA), and the
Women Venture agency. This workshop provided resotuces for women who want to start

or e4pand their businesses. Furthermore, I have contacted my accountant to

determine

the legal structure of the business and discuss capitol needs. She has suggested a soleproprietot*hip, and we agree that this business wiII not require financing. I plan to meet
with her in the future to set up ax accounting and bookkeeping system- At this point the
name is registered with the secretary of state, and

made with a graphic artist urho

I am currently working on having

a

will also assist with letterhead, flyers, contracts,

logo
and

business cards. As of now,.I do not need ro extend my homeowner's insurance to account

for my business needs. I will go to meet with clients or

discuss parties over the phone

with themThere is a great deal yet to do such as setting up home office space, researching the
customer base, marketing, and writing a detailed business plan. This type of a business

will most likely start out slowly and gradually grow as people become aware ofthe service
and are referred by others. As soon as

develop my business.

I

complete this paper I intend to work firll time to
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TITTSIS STATEMENT
The intent of this paper is to examine the essential steps involved for u,omen starting
business and

to anallze

a

some reasons why women are starting their own businesses at

twice the rate of men. The key questions are: 1. What factors influence, motivate, and
push women

to strike out on their own? 2. What

are the necessary steps invofued in

starting a business. By looking at women entrepreneurs and identrfyng the factors that
Iead them

to

start their owr business, one may be able

to

determine what changes

corporate America must make in order to maintain sonne of their female workforr- -'"0
what has led to the explosion of women entrepreneurs over the pasl two decades. Finally,
because so many women are going into business

for themselves, an analysis will be done

of the steps required in starring those busiresses. This

analysis

will make the process

easier and possihly encourage those who have been hesitant to go ahead and take the leap

into entrepren eurship.

This sfudy is not a comparison of vrfoether wotnen or men are more

successfiil

entrepreneurs. This study is concerned with why women are stafting their owil businesses

at twice the rate of men. Corporate America is losing many of their best and brightest
women who are quitting to start their own businesses, according

to Sharon Hadary, the

executive director of the National Foundation for Women Business Owners (Kleiman,

1998)" It is vitally important for large corporations to understand why women consider
e,ntrepreneurship over corporate sareers

in order to create environments that are more

responsive to their needs. This study may enable businesses to identify and understand the

primary reasons why women leave and then try to deal with them. The results from this
study may be useful in trying to reverse what is causing women to leave their jobs in the
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first place. The second half of this study will discuss every phase of starting a business,
from the decision to be one's own boss to enjoying all the benefits of self-employment.
Women are reachiog their goals and enjoylng the freedom to control their own personal
and business destinies and as entreprenenrs are finally free to be the women they have
always wanted to
study

be. [t is anticipated that the numbers

will empower women to dream on a larger

and successes discussed in this

scale and realize their goals.
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LITERATI]RE REVtr,W
Whv are Women Leavins Good .fobs toS

a Business?

Many sources described the strategl' of the female entrepreneur while attempting to
identify the reasons r+'fty worren are lear,.ing corporate johs to stafi their own business.
Women furn to eutrepreneurship for a number of reasons, yet the data present very similar
restrlts rangtng from corporate dovrmsizing to the desire to be one's own boss. Starting

a

business is a natural way for women to hreak doum the barriers between work, home and

fa-ily (Kroll,

1998).

According to a study of 650 feinale business owners done by Catalys, s New" York
research group, 46 percent

of women stated that lack

oJ'

workday schedule, hours rvorked, and ability tb talie tinre
them leaving their jobs and starting :heir
because

Grrvn husiness"

flexibility

i,

temrs of their

ofl was a deciding factor in

Twenry-fwo percent left jobs

of the frusrating eff[ects of hitting the glass ceilirig, othemrise kno*n as the

invisible barrier that keeps wome,n from advancing to top positions. Fourteen percent
reported they felt unchallenged; and 10 percent said they were downsized (Kleimffi, I998"

p. D-5). Kleiman states, '"\Mhat these women want control over is their lives, to be able to
take tirne
have

offto see their kids in the school play or take care of elderly relatives when they

to" ( 1998, D5).

Another sfudy commissioned by three prominent women's organieations-Catalyst, the

National Foundation for Women Business Owners NF,\[,BO) and the Committee of

200-found that 44 percent of the 650 women business ol\,ners nnveyed said thel'
decided to start their own business because they had a winning idea or rhey realized they
could do for themsebues what they were already doing for an employer (Dickerson. 19qB).
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This study put to use the '?aths to Entrepreneursldp" survey which proved to be

a

significant attempt to figure out why female employees are starting their own businesses.

The "glass ceiling" motivated 22 percent of the women surveyed to strike out on their

owrl, On+'third of these women said ttrey felt they were not taken seriously by their
previous employers while 14 percent felt unchallenged. Dickerson slates, '.A

lot of

women are looking to incorporate meaning into their life's work" (1998, p. DI).

Looking for reasons why women are tuming

to

entrepreneurship

in

increasing

numbers, Carole Scott sent out 291 questionnaires to women-owned businesses in the
state of Georgia and received 154 questionnaires back. According to 43 percent ofthose
surveyed, being one's own boss was vital in their decision to start a business. Forty-two
percent ofthe women wanted to eam more m,oneywhile l3 percent noted family duties as
a deciding factor to start their own business (Scott, 1986). Scott compared the results

of

her study with those of the large study conducted by Robert D. Hisrich and Candida Brush

in 1984 ufro questioned entrepreneurs in l8 states. By comparing thetwo
was trying

to

determine how representative the results

srudies, Scott

of her sun ey, conducted in

a

limited geographical area, nuy be of entrepreneurs in general. Comparison of the two
studies zuggests that the women in Georgia were essentially similar to the women sfudied

in other area ofthe country (Scott, 1986).

Another suruey conducted by Catalyst, the Committee of 200 and the National
Foundation

for Women

Business Oumers, questioned 800 male and female business

owners (Brackey 1q98). This survey noted 46 percent of wome,n launched their own
business because they needed more flexibility in terms

worked, and ability to take time

off

of their workday sshedule, hours

Forty-four percent said a good business idea or the
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notion that they could do their jobs without working for someone else was the reason they

left. Twenty-nine

percent of the women srrrv'eyed said they hit the glass ceiling, Zz

percent felt unchallenged, and l0 percent were downsieed.

Overall, the studies cited consisted of swveys or questionnaires asking entrepreneurs

why they started their own businesses. The Dickerson and Brackey studies were
conducted in 1998 and commissioned by the same three prominent women's organizations

to sponsor the surveys. The two

surveys girren in the same year by the same three

women's organizations did not have the same conclusions; they were similar, but the
Dickerson sfudy did not conclude that flexibiliry and/or halancing work and family were
factors influencing women to start their own husiness. This may be due to the questions

asked. The Kleiman sfudy, also conducted in 1998, used one of the above women's
organieations to carry out the survey. The fourth took place in 1986 and was conducted

by Carole Scott. All of the sfudies provided adequate sample size and each received
strikingly similar results. The 1986 Scott sfudy found similar reasons with dtfferent
degrees of inryortance, possibly due

to the discrepancy in time as to when the study was

conducted. In 1986 balancing fhmily and work may not have been as important to women
as

it was in 1998. To

summaitze, based on the surveys conducted, there are a host

of

factors driving women 1o selfemplolment. The women surveyed noted either flexibility
and/or the ability to balance work and family as primary motivations. Several stated that

the glass ceiling was a factor. Other influencing factors include, being unchallenged,
turning a good idea into

a

viable business, ffid opportunity to be one's own hoss.

Wlrat It Takes For A Woman To Start Her Own Business

In conclusion, the finding* indicate a host of
businesses. The pretiominant

l2

reasons why women start their own

fwo were the ability to

balance

work and family

reqponsihility and furning a good idea into a viable business.

Table Summarizing Ilata
Author Date

Samfle

Kldnran 1998

650

Slze

Type of

Rescarch

Survey

Who

Conductcd

Catalyst

Why They Became Self-Emfloyeed

227o Ghss Ceiling

149" IJnchall.nged

l0Y" Ilormsized
Didrerson

Sco{t

1998

1986

650

154

Survey

Questionaire

Catalyst

44ol" Good Itleo

NFWBO

22Yo Glass Ceiling

Corumittee of 200

!4Y" Unchallenged

Carole Scott

439/"

OrvnBc

42o/uNlore Money
13Y" Family Dudes

Bradrcy f 998

800

Survey

Catal-vst

467o Flexibility

NFVr'BO

447. Good Ideo

Cornmitfu:e of 100

29ol" Glass Ceiling

22/oUndnllenged
10Y" Dounrsized

Importance of Retaining the Female \ilorkforce
With so many women turning to entrepreneurship, it is becoming clear that both

a

sense of personal accomplishmeilt and a family orientation are missing in many businesses.

Because these conditions appeal

to

some of the best and briglrtest females, retaining these

excellent employees is one of the most inryortant challenges in organizations today.

Losing valued efiryloyees costs organizations a great deat in tenns of training, team
building, and corypany morale. Whe,n top employees leave organizations, the effects can

be devastating. For example, when a top sales persofl leaves a compflny that person's
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customer base, built on relationships with that person, is often

lost. The

customer base

may follow a person anC support her in her neu, ventures rather than stay with the
company. With the national unemployment rate at 4.2 percent, employers are challenged
as never before

to keep their best people. It is vitally important to retain

employees because

firdirg

female

replacements costs the company time and money and is

extremely difficult when unemployment rates are low.

Being Responsive to Female Employees
Since there are many factors that determine why women-owned businesses in the

United States are increasing at nearly twice the national average, it is essential that these
factors be acknowledged. Assuming that Corporate America wants to maintain its female

workforce, large col?orations must pennit womsn to integrate life and career values by
offering greater freedom and allorving greater flexibiliry in terms of workday schedule,
hours worked, and the abiliry to take time

playrng field

by

off

In addition, it is imperative they level the

corryensating and promoting women

in the same way that they

compensate and promote men.

Because so rnany women surveyed stated that flexibility was a primary motivating

factor for leaving their jobs, companies need to make changes. Otrering flex-time or job
sharing could provide satisfaction that may snable businesses to hold onto some of their

female employees. As working professionals

it is difficult

and often impossible to be

involved parents that volunteer at schoof make it to various extracurricular activities, or
see

their children on and off the bus. The difficulty compounds itsetf when additional

siblings are added to the equation. Balancing work and family can be a daunting task.
Often women need to help care for elderly parents or grandparents; working professionals
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just do not have the flexibility to do it all. Flex-time allows erryloyees to take time off
when needed and to work at tirnes more convenient for them, possibly arriving earlier or
staying later than other eryloyees. As long as the job is getting done, why not provide

flexibility, eqpecially when the alternative is losing good people? Job sharing is another
option for those who do not require full time income. Basically one job is shared by two

people. The company often berefits because there is a built in back up to account for sick
or personal days, ffid the benefits package is pro-rated. While dissatisfaction because of
lack ofjob flexibility was iryortant there are other factors as well.

Another frequently stated reasor women gave
frustration with the "glass ceiling."

[f

for

leaving their jobs was their

organizations are truly commiffed to holding onto

their female workforce, they must make intentional progress toward providing

equal

opportunities for women as they do for men. Letting eryloyees know that excellence is
rewarded is an effective way of building and retaining a loyal

staff

Providing tuition

reimbursement and profit sharing are steps in the right direction because they demonstrate

the coryany's belief in a woman's potential Further education leads the way to
afuancement, and profit sharing is a way of acknowledgrg the enryloyee's service and
exhibiting a vested interest in a long term relationship with the eryloyee. Wome,n deserve
equal pay for equal work and deserve to be promoted in the same fashion as their male
counterparts-in relation to their conryete,ncies. These changes can he$ build relationships

with female eryloyees which will prove irrJrortant in retaining eryloyees.

Not all issues can be dealt with inside the corporation. There

are individuals who have

the entrepreneurial qpirit along with the drive and determination to

firn a good idea into a

viable business or those who really want to be their own boss. These individuals cannot
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be held back by anyhing the corporation does for them. After all, startiog

r business

based on one's own idea is possibly one of the most gratifying things a person can do.

Summarizing the literature review, the two main reasons women noted for starting their

owrl businesses were the abilify to balance work and family responsibility and turning

a

good idea into a viable business. Organizations are challenged as never before to retain
valued employees who are tunring to entrepretreurship Providing equal opportunities for

women as they do for men is an effective way organizations can build and retairr a loyal

staff In addition, offering greater
schedule, hours worked, and

freedom and allowing for flexibility in terms of workday

the ability to take time off organizations can build

relationships and retain some of their valued female employees.
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STRATEGIES FOR STARTING A BUSINESS
Before Startins
Going into business begins with inspiration and moves to the more concrete steps of
specifying exactly what a person's vision is, how

it fits with that person's

goals, what

value that person can offer or provide, and why the vision is important. Establishing an
idea as a business venture entails a great deal of brainstorming and setting one's nrind for
success.

Hisrich and Brush (1986) suggest before womsn take steps towards starting their
business, they should

first

assess

their motivation, their personal characteristics, and their

ability to organize and prioritize. Doing this entails first listing all

tle

reasons

for going

into business and then assessing one's motivation. Evaluatmg personal characteristics to
determine

if

one has the personal qualities found in most entrepreneurs is another form

of

self-evaluation. These characteristics include high energy, dedication, training, the ability

to motivate, and good ideas. Accortling to the Small Business Administration, reasons for
business failure

include: poor management, inadequate start-up capitaf poor service, bad

marketing, or unrealistic pricing. An irnportant factor for any small business is the
entrepreneur's ability

to handle muhiple tasks. In addition, addressing and discussing

personal and household reqponsibilities with one's spouse and or family can be helpflrl in
organ i zing and

prioriti rin g resp onsibilitie

s.

Learning to delegate and making time for oneself are important in maintaining balance.

Gaining occupational experience and establishing a track record are also deemed crucial
4ss61ding

to Hisrich and Brush. If possible, managlng another

business before starting

one's own is an indispensable way of leanring all the different aspects of running

a
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business, from negotiating

to tlecision making. Lastly, hy establishing a personal credit

line with credit cards, charge aocounts, checking accounts, and insurance policies in one's

olur name, a person can gain experience in dealing with money. Other ways of
establishirg u track record include volunteering as a treasurer or bookkeeper for a church

or volunteer organization, doing the fu*ily taxes and managing the fumily

finances.

Hisrich and Brush insist these preparatory steps will give women confidence in the start-up
phase of their business and help in the zuccessfi,rl establishment oftheir venture.

Brainstorming
Brainstoming for business ideas may lead one
business apart from the others.

ways

If there

to a particular

niche that sets one

are businesses similar to the one in mind. think

of

to offer better service. rates, or hours, or possibly target a specific age group, or

improve in some way on what is already being done. Keeping both broad and qpecffic
definitions in mind vrften defining the intended business is important because the business
may stay in the same broad category, such as party planning, but may change directions as

to the kind of parties one qpecializes in, depending on what the demand is.
Once an idea has been defined, many questions need to be answered to determine the

feasibility of the business venture. Answering these questions is an essential step to
starting a successful business; such include, but are not limited to the following:

r
.
.
o
.
.
t
r
o

Who are the pote,ntial sustomers?
Why would they purchase this service?
How many potential customers are there?
What sets this service apart from all the others?
What or who is the coryetition?
Who will be the suppliers?
How will failure be avoided?
How much will the service cost?
What are the estfunated overhead expenses?
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.
.
.
o
e
.

How will promotion and advenising be handied?
What is the return on the investment?
How much capitol is needed?
Is an investor or loan required to get started?
Is legal assistance necessary?
Is there a mefltor or coach available?
Once feasibility is determined, more decisions need

to be made. First,

deciding

whether to start the business part time or full time. Even if ultimately one plans to go full

time, starting part time can be a good idea in that the business is allowed to grow
gradually. Starting part time allows a person to rely on their regular income and benefits

to get their

business

off the ground. The disadvantages include less time to market

and

build the business. Maintaining a job while trying to build a business does not allow the
entrepreneur the ability

to completely focus and devote 100 percent to the new venture.

Part-time entrepre,neurs are often not taken seriously by investors, suppliers, or customers.

Not being readily available to take calls or receive shipments could offer the impression
that this business is merely just a hobby. When customers call, they want to talk to a real
person, instead of leaving a message they mfly decide to call the next business offering

a

similar service. There are also dangers of bur:rout associated with working two jobs and

j"ggli"g personal and family time. Many entrepreneurs have said that if they knew starting
their own business was going to be so difficult and time consuming they never would have
done it, however they also state, in retrospect, they are glad they did not know. Starting
business part time ufuile working provides

a tremendous amount of stress that

can

potentially lead to family problems. Keeping everything in perspective and maintaining
balance

a

a

is crucial. With excellent organizational and time-management skills, strong

determination and selFdiscipline, and support from family and friends a part-time business
can be a success.
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A work area which

appears

to be professional will provide credence to fa*ily members

and customers that this is a serious venture. Where a person will work depends on
whether the service involves going to customers' homes or offices, or if they come for the
service

to the person's home. Either way setting up a home office will help establish the

business as more than

just a hobby. If possible, having a separate entrance that can be

shut off from the rest of the house with adequate parking is key
appearance

if

to a professional

customers will come to the home. Installing a separate phone line with an

answering service, machine, or voice mail as well as purchasing basic equipment needed to

run the business is essential. Before opening for business, check with local authorities
about laws and licensing restrictions and requirements for home-based businesses. Taking

the necessary steps to huild a business enviro ment that has the essentials needed to
provide the specffic service is fundamental in establishing the business.
Carefully planning the amount of time necessary for the business saves valuable time in

the long

run. Knowing the time commitment for in-home or out-of-the-home work wifl

determine home office hours, child care needs, wardrobe requirements--professional or

functional work attire, or

if tle office needs staffing. Each

business

is unique and will

dictate how much business is done in and out-of-the-home. For example, customers may
come to the parfy coordinator's home office

to settle party details, the coordinator can set

up all the parry details from the home office, as well as make the parfy favors,
centerpieces, coordinate the decorations, but the actual party set-up

will be at the

predetermined location.

Letting fa-ily know how much time and energy this new venture will require and that

their encouragement and support is a key factor for the businesses success will allow
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fa*ily members to accept the fact that the business really is coming to life. It will take
time to find the right balance between

fa-ily

and business obligations, but the flexibility

being able to tailor work schedules to fit the family's needs will be worth

it.

of

If working

with children in the home and they want to help out, give them responsihilities they

can

handle. Th*y can sort papers, answer the phone, or help in a number of ways that can be
determined by the business. If the children are infants or preschoolers, it may be necessary

to work during nap times or in tle evening

vrfuem someone is home

with them- One of the

rewards of being an entrepreneur is the ability to arrange hours sssslding to family needs

and customer demands. Being realistic and organized, along with setting priorities and
6ssdlines keeps a person on task and focused. Because all schedules are subject to
unforeseen changes,

it is imperative to be flexible and

use time

wisely. Remember to make

the most of the free time at hand.

The Right Mindset
Studies have shown
common (O'Hare

that successfi,rl entrepreneurs have certain characteristics

& Larson, 1991)" They

are highly organized and able

in

to handle many

tasks simultaneously: for example, maintaining a balance befween the demands of the

fa*ily

and the demands of the new business, by doing things Iike making attempts to pick

up supplies needed for the next work project after dropping a child off at preschool. A
call could be put in to a zupplier while driving in the car-the key is making the most

time. They

of

also possess good people skills. When dealing with tough customers. they

have the ability to be empathetic and yet realistic about how much they can do for them-

Furthermore, they have the energy, drive, and determination
flourish.

to make their business
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An entrepreneurial attitude requires the ability to
the maker of the TopseyTail hair

toof

did just

seize the initiative. Tomima Edmark,

that. She saw a woman wearing a ponytail

with a French twist and tried to replicate the hairstyle and just coutd not get

it. Finally,,

she came up with the idea

of cutting a pair of circutrar knitting needles in half and tapiug

them together. She put

it in her hair and it worked! She placed mail order ads in

magazines, began a public relations campaign, and sent her product

to

several infomercial

production companies. She hired one of the companies and in three months time her take

from the infomercial was $30 million in sales (Lesonsky, 1998). Adopting such attitudes
and skills when stating an enterprise can make the difference between success and failure.

People cannot get to where they want to go without encountering obstacles. One

these obstacles

will be naysayers who will

diszuade

entrepreneurial venture. These negative individuals

a

person from taking on

of
an

will try to discourage a person by

detailing the risks involved in owning a business. To counteract the naysayers influence in

one's thinking start assessing

tle

risks by asking '\Mhat is really at risk?" Determining

what things would have to be given up, or what would be lost if things did not work out is
key to deciding rafoether or not to take the risk. A person should never risk what they can

not afford to lose--things like their home, their fa*ily or their health, but if all that is at
risk is time, energy, and an affordable amount of money, then the risk isprobablyworth it.
Another obstacle is losing confidence after analyzing the risks. Keeping a positive attitude
and asking questions, things can be put into perspective. Taking on obstacles and looking

at them as problems to be sofued rather than insurmountable barriers will build selfl
confidence and eventually help in the success ofthe business.
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The President of \tings Business Coaching, C.J. Hayden, discusses the importance
people believing they desen e success. He discusses the fact that many women believe

of

if

they try to start their own business and fail, then that door is closed forever. On the other
hand if they never try, it will always remain their dreane Hayden asserts that taking risks

is part of the price people pay for flrlfi[ing their dreams.

lf

people refuse to take risks,

then the chances of getting what they really want are slim (Gilberd, 1996). The righr
mindset can drive out fear by illuminating what zuccess means personally.
teash people

to incorporate

passion, personal values and priorities

It

can also

to aftain their own

definition of success.

Preliminary StepF in Startins a Business
Seeking advice from professionals is crucial in launching a successfirl business. One
professional to meet with is a lawyer who qpecializes in small business matters. He or she
can help prevent legal mistakes in the future as well as give legal counsel on steps to take

to protect the business from possible lawsuits. A lawyer can also help develop a service
contract, which will protect the business owner and serve as ail agreement between client

and service provider. Furtherrnore, a lawyer can help decide the legal form of the
business. Will it be a sole-proprietorship, a partnership, or a corporation? He or she can
discuss the advantages and disadvantages

of each. Good legal advice can give peace of

minfl, especially for first time business owners.

An accountant can also be a valuable resource. He or she can help

a person plan

for

future capital needs of the business. The only way to get an accurate estimate of the
financial needs of the business is to do projections. Projections estimate all expenses and

all sources of,income that the business will generate. An accountant is almost essential in
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providing the expertise to an in-depth cash flow projection, which will enable the business

to anticipate and prevent unexpected
assistance

cash

flou,problems. In addition, he or she can be of

with the accounting and bookkeeping system and the maintenance of vital

records for tax purposes. So many accountants work directly with business oumers that

they can help resolve the legal form best suited for the desired business. Accountants have
a

wide lnowledge base and can help a perspective entrepreneur look at the big picture.

A

licensed properry and cazualty agent is also a necessity. They evaluate the business

insurance needs and determine what kind

of insurance the qpecific service business

requires. Often a person's homeowner's policy can be modified with an extension to
cover the home-based business needs. Agents will also assist e4panding the insurance as
the business grows.

Finally, the most valuable resource in obtaining business information is other wome,n

who ntn home-based businesses. Networking with these women can be of great help in
obtaining professionals urto were
entrepreneurs can oflFer advise

of

service

to them in

starting

up.

Other female

of lenders, or organizations qpecifically for women that

they use, and can be of value. Furthermore, they can also provide a source of camaraderie
and mentoring.

Legal Issues
Taking care of such business matters before launching a new venfure will require
following the proper steps essential for the specific town, county, and state in which the
business is

based. It is important to check with the local, state, and federal offices that

oversee business practices.
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Registering the business name with county and state officials enables a person to

conduct business using that name. This registration is also known as
business s5"-g115ures the name chosen is not already in use.

using that name.

At this point the business bank account

It

DB{

"doing

also prevents others from

can be opened, letterhead and

business cards can be printed. and a separate telephone line installed.

Depending oil the tlpe of business and where it is located, a person may have to obtain

a permit, a license, a tax identification number, or all three before opening for business.
Check with the town or city hall regarding regulations.
employees,

it

If the business will require

paid

is necessary to get a federal employee identffication number from the local

Internal Revenue Service office.

A

social security number can be used in place of the

federal identification ifthe bnsiness is a sole proprietorship without paid employees.

With the help of the regional Small Business Development Center (SBDC) or local
Small Business Administration (SBA), a person can discover the local guidelines for
running a home-based business. These centers provide one-on-one guidance in business
counseling and group training through seminars. Counseling services are free and training
seminars cany a nominal

cost. The SBDC assist new and growing businesses in business

planning, financial analysis, and marketing. Attention is customized to meet the needs

of

the client.

The Business PIan
Developiog a business plan will help a person determine in which direction to go to
start a business. Initially a business plan should outline goals and objectives, as well as
methods

of attracting and keeping customers. Detennining how the business will

financed entails estimating costs and the price

for

seryices and is part

be

of the crucial
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planning process. A good business plan lends credibility and shows the lender or investor,

if

one is needed, that there is a clear strategy and organized approach as to how the

business should start

ofl

As the business grows, revisiting the business plan is essential.

The Small Business Development a*orJr, (SBDC) or Service Corps Of

Rerired

Executives (SCORE) organizations listed in the section titled "sources of lnformation and
Assistance" can offer assistance in preparing a business
serves as a mechanism

plan.

The business plan not

onlSz

for obtaining any needed financial resources, but also indicates the

future direction ofthe company.

Defining the Business and its Objectives
Writing a broad definition for the business is the first part of a business plan. For
example, one states a broad definition such as part_v planning. Then one specffies, for

example, children's parties, aduh parties, holiday parties, bridal and baby showers,
graduations, and corporate gatherings.

qpecific definitions

It is important to keep both the broad and the

in mind uften starting a business

because directions may change

depending on what is in demand for the specffic area. The broad category may stay the
same, such as party planning, but the qpecializglioa may differ according to need.

Making a check list of short-range and long-range objectives will maintain the business'

focus. Short-range objectives could include having a logo designed and letterhead
business cards made

up. Long-range goals could include coordinating

and

a certain number

of

parties the first year, or purchasing an e4perrsive piece of equipment. Listing all goals
provides a mental note that can be easily refered to and reviewed as necessary. Coming

up with a strategy of how a person intends to implement the objectives is the next step,
followed by a step-by-step method to reach the objective. ln the case of The Perfectty

What

Planned Parly, advertisements could be

lt
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in local newspapers, bulletin boards, church

bulletins, ffid pamphlets at local party suppty stores. Tactics will include determining the
exact way a person

will

sell the service and the way

it is advertised

Researching the Customer Base
Identifying potential customers and determining

if they are willing to pwchase the

specific service is vital to a businesses' success. One method is to ask potential customers

if they would

use such a service and finding out reasons why or why not can provide

weahh of information. Another way

to

research the customer base is

a

to examine the

competition as well as their customers. This can give a person an edge to provide exactly

what the customer is looking
What is

it

for. A way to examine this is to ask questions

such as:

about the competition they do not like? Can you offer a befter service or

a

better price? Once all information is gathered, emphasizing the business's unique features

in advertisements will help draw customers.

By contacting local

chambers

of

commerce and SBDC much information

will

be

gained. First, one will know specifically how many service businesses are similar to the
one in question. The chamber of commerce can also help to identify potential customers

by providing economic details zuch as income level, average number of people in

a

household, age levels, and qpending trends. Checking many connected communities is

a

good idea because although their residents are close in terms of distance, they may have

completely different profiles.
boundaries
Department

will allow one to

At this point,

defining

a specific territory vvithin

focus on a workable region.

In

set

addition, the U. S.

of Labor's Occupational Outlook Handbook can be used to track down

statistics on business growth in the area. Determining the need or desire for the service,
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and the geographical area in which the service
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will be distributed, is imperative in deciding

who the customer base will be.

Marketing
Marketing the services the business offers will be an integral part of the business.
Using the information found in the preliminary research, promotion can be directed toward

potential customers.

It will take trial and error to

determine which method

of

advertisement works best. Because advertisement is often the second largest expense of a

new business, it requires keeping track of responses to each ad and the number of asrual
sales

to determine whether or not it is worth

running that specific advertisment. Jay

Levinson, author of Guerrilla Marketing For The Home-Based Business. emphasizes the

crucial step of closing the sale. He insists this final step is efiremely important and
requires turning interested prospects into paylng
considered the most daunting part

of starting

customer's. Marketing is

often

a business. The techniques tisted below

will

help e,ntrepreneur's develop their own successful marketing strategy.

Before printing a single advertisement,

it is a good idea to make up a one-page

business flyer listing the qpecifics of the business-what services are provided, what makes

this service better than the competition, why customers would benefit from using this
service, and how to get in contact with the business to inquire or engage in the services.

ffis

can be distributed locally

or sent out in response to inquiries about the business.

Payrg particular atte,ntion to advertisements allows a person to determine

vrfuat others

in their business are doing to promote themselves. Find out all the local advertising
sources and their rates, including bulletin boards, local papers, church bulletins, and even
movie theater advertisements that are in the lobby or on the big screen before the featured
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film. Ask the person in charge what tlpes of people read, listen to, or see their
advertising. By calling some of the service businesses a person can inquire about their
reqponse rate

to specific ads. Other forms of advertisement include having a website on

the internet, and word-of mouth. This would include referrals from satisfied customers to

potential customers. Also, passing out business cards to family and friends gets the word

out that the business is open. Finally networking with other home-based businesses or
wome,n's clubs could also prove helpful.

When it is time

to

start placing ads, keeping track of responses is essential to

determining their effectiveness. As the budget allows, different forms of advertisement
can be used. Radio, television, and cable can reach several communities at a

time.

There

are reputable agencies that can assist in providing information as to the most advautagsous

and cost effective advertising media, as well as assisting with producing an advertising

canrpaign. Look for these agencies under advertising, marketing, public relations or
communications in the local yellow pages"

Free publicity comes

in forms of public talks,

appearances, press releases,

'tee"

newspapers, demonstrations, promotional events, and even donating the specffic service to

a fundraising event. Taking advantage of these types of publicify will inform people that

this business does exist. Free publicity is a wonderful way to promote business with
minimal e4pense.
Whe'n

it

comes

to closing the

sale, Levinson suggests using one of his ten basic closing

techniques. Because every customer is dtfferent, so is successfirl closing. Levinson's
closing tools are:

l.

Otrering a free grft with an order.
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2. Offering a limited-time offer.
3. Stressing testimonials.
4. Focusing on word of mouth.
5. Offering a gtrarantee... and following

through.

6. Never pushing too hard.
7. Agreeing with objections.
8. Offering an alternate choice rather than asking for a yes.
9. Asking for the order.
10. Selling oneself

Most importantly, providing the best possible service, being professional, flexible and

*illiog to go the extra mile for a customer w'ill keep the clients satisfied and the business
growing. By adapting to customer's needs, adding a personal touch, and using high quality
products a person can establish a one-on-one relationship with customers that can not be
matched by the larger companies.

Iletermining the Price of Seryices
What to charge for services depends on time and expenses, the quality of service, the

potential market, the cornpetitions prices, and what customers are willing to
service price for each

job

can be determined using the

material/supplV cost + labor(time)

*

pay. A

following formula:

werhead * percentage of profit

a.

person w,fiilts to make

:

the price

One of the biggest mistakes women business owrers make is that they charge too little

for their time. Some women use the equation listed above and double the final price to
determine their percentage

ofprofit using the following formula:

fmateriallsupply costs + Iabor(per project or hour) + overheadJ x 2

: the price

Another optron is to bill the customer for all expenses and then drarge a fee. In many cases the
fee would not be a set fee.

It would be depeodmt rryon time put fofih.

Once a price has been selected, comparing the price to the cornpetition and evaluating

if

customers would pay what a person needs

to

charge can take some

time.

Service
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businesses often have changrng prices depending on

job

qpecifics and extenuating

circumstancss. Maintaining carefi,rl records of time and e4penses can help a small business
become self-supporting and profitable.

Cerlain service businesses, such as pafly planning, should retain a nonrefrrndable
deposit out or the use of a credit card

to cover

costs in case the client backs

out. A

service contract will protect both the business owner and the customer should a problem
anse.

Financing
Businesses that

will require financing wiil need to present the basic information

about

the company in the form of a business plan to the bank. The lender will request zuch
information

.
.
.
o
o

as:

currffrt personal financial stateme,nts for all owners
current balance sheet and income statement on the company
projected financial statements for two years
monthly cash flow projections for the next 12 months
if possible, the year end financial statement for the last two years.
Before lenders can provide capitaf they will want to know the risk associated with the

business because they are aware that most small businesses fail within the first three years

of operation. The business plan may entail a lot of work, but it can increase the chances of
receiving

a loan. The key is to be organized and prepared to give the necessary

information.

Hisrich and Brush suggest that most women entrepreneurs lack experionce in finance
and therefore consider

it their weakest

business

skill.

Because this lack of experience and

confidence in negotiating financial matters leaves potential lenders doubtful whether the
business

will

zucceed, Hisrich and Brush suggest that women develop a well-organized
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business plan with clearly defined goals and objectives and that they familariee themsetves

with profit and loss statements as well as how to apply for a loan ( I q86).

Hiring Personnel
The legal selection, training and retention of competent employees is one of the most
important tasks a small business owner can undertake. Able individuals that can be easily
trained. who are reliable and motivated can be a company's greatest asset. Developirg
clear

a

job description with its responsibilities, accountabilities, required skills or experience

will help determine minimal requirements for employees hired to perform specffic jobs.
Recruiting methods will depend upon the

tlpe of employee a husiness

seeks

to obtain.

Placing ads in local newspapers, using an employnent agency, asking for referrals from

friends and family, advertising

in specirlized magarines or

trade journals,

or

even

recruiting from the competition are all means of finding employees.
Establishing a fair and competitive wage along with a benefit program will enable the

business owner

to

attract and retain competent people. Local wage, salary,

and

information regarding benefits can be obtained through the areas personnel association,
trade associations, or through information sharing with other business owners in the area.
Furthermore, developing a personnel policy that outlines benefits, vacation policy, holidays,

job review schedules will avoid misunderstandings in the future.
When interviewing it is important to remember that the purpose of the interview is to
gather information about a candidate to determine if he or she is qualified for the job, and
also which candidate is most qualified for the

job.

Checking references can help a business

owner better evaluate the qualifications of a candidate. When possible, talking to previous
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supervisors or managers can give a good reading on the applicants interpersonal skills,
communication skills, compatibility, and potential problem areas.
Once competent people are hired, employee training is the responsibility ofthe business

owner. Proper training is absolutely

necessary

to

enable the employee

to meet the

businesses standards and to keep a satisfied and productive employee. For an employee to

be trained properly requires that one have the knowledge and skill to provide the service

at the level of the owner or above. Training employees takes time and often slows the
process down, but the time iuvested will pay for itself in the future. The importance
having above-average people in a growing business cannot be overemphasized.

of
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CONCLUSIONS
The advantages and pote,ntial rewards of entre,preneurship inspire women to leave their

corporate careers and go into business for themsetves. Nevertheless, it is crucial women
understand making this leap is not a guaranteed path to zuccess, nor will it be easy. The
tremendous amounts of time and energy put into startiog a business can be stressfuI and
exhausting.

The motivating factors for women leaving corporate careers include the ability to
balance work and family responsibility, frustration with the glass ceiling, and tuming

good idea into a viable business. Organizations can be reqponsive
eryloyees by incorporating flex-time and

job

a

to their female

sharing, rewarding excellence and by

providing equal opportunities tbr women as they do for men.
Starting a business is a complex and rlifficult task and if done incorrectty can make
business

life miserable. According to the Small Business Administration, reasons for

business failure include: poor management, inadequate start-up capitaf poor service, bad

marketing, or unrealistic pricing. An irtt[rortant factor for any small business is the
entrepreneur's ability to handle multiple tasks. Careful planning is the key to getting
business

offto a good start. Collecting information

a

as far as potential customers and their

location, the coryetition and their prices, where to advertise and how much it will cost

will ultimately prove instrumental in establishing sales goals. Thinking of these matters

at

the start will enable the business owller to budget for marketing and enhance chances for
success.

There are a host of factors that influence, motivate, and push women to start their own
businesses. Being unchalle,nge{ hitting the glass ceiling and the oppornrnity to be one's
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own boss are just a

few.

The two most frequently noted factors were the ability to

balance work and faraily responsihilities and tunring a good idea into a viable business.

Organizations can

he responsive to their female

employees

by providing equal

opportturities for women as they do for merr and by permitting women to integrate life and
career values by offering greater freedom and flexibility

Starting a business requires a great deal of brainstorming and research to determine

what will make the business succeed and how much

to charge for services. Seeking

advice from professionals, taking care of legal issues, and developing a business plan
allows the entrepreneur the ability to determine the direction of the company, and serves
as a mechanism

for obtaining financing. Marketing is an integral part of starting

a business

and requires trial and error. Most importantly, providing the best possible service, being

professional flexihle, and willing to go the extra mile for a customer will keep clients
satisfied and the business growing.
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RECOMMEIYDATIONS FOR FUTT]RE STTIDY
The fact that women are turning to entrepreneurship at twice the rate of men has been

widely discussed. Further research could stud1, the correlation between women wanting
and/or needing to balance carser with family and the rate at which women are starting
their own businesses. For women, entrepreneurship is a life choice, whereas for men it is a
business strategy to make more money.

Exploring thc steps involved for women starting their own business has been a helpfirl

framework for understanding the undertakings

of entrepreneurship, yet future

studies

could explicitly detail rlifficulties faced by women in comparison to those faced by men
starting their own businesses. One govemment report cited in The W oman Entreoreneur

stated,

"It

has conclusively been shown that women business owners encounter more

obstacles and face more risks, financially, socially, economically, culturally and legally than

men business owners face" (1986, p.58). That report dated back

to

1977, so thevalidity

of that statement would have to be supported with current data. With women owning 9.1

million businesses as

of

1999, according

to

recent government data and National

Foundation of Women Business Owners data, thus rlifficulties faced by women may prove

to be far different than those listed in The Woman Entrepreneur which was published in
I 986.

Traditional female roles are changng as the influx of women entrepreneurs continues

to

surpass

that of their male counterparts. Today, women business owners are more

confident, better skilled, and more willing to take risks than ever before. Consequently,

financial institutions, the government, and industries presently dominated by men are
becoming more familiar with and accepting

of female entrepreneurs. Looking at the
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impact education has in developing the potential entrepreneur could prove interesting to
programs such as the MAL program at Augsburg and others that are similar. Because the

MAL

classes consist primarily

of female sfudents, detailing the effects could be

instrumental in marketing the program. Future studies could determine if in fact education

plays a crucial role in developing potential entrepreneurs. The MAL program has most
definitely brought me to the point of starting my own business.
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APPENDD( A
SOURCES OT MIFORIVIATION AT{I} ASSISTAFICE
Am erican lilom en' s Econom ic Devd opm ent

Corporation (AWED)

71 Vmderbih Avenue, Suite 320

NY 10169

New York,

(2r2) 6e2-el}O

Business Worn en's
1

Netrcrk

146 I th Street, NW, 3'd Floor

WaCring[cn,

DC 20036

(202) 466-82Oe

Entrepreneur's Business Start+rp Guide
(80o) 421-2300

Internal Revenue Servi ce
Goreral Infcrmx.im

(80o) 829-1040
www.irs.gov

Forms or Publicdicns

(80o) 829-3676

National Assosiation Of Women Business Ounem (NAWBO)
110 Wayae Avenue, Suite 830

Silver Spring

MD 20910-5603

www"uawbo.org>

National Chamber of Commerce for Women: The llome Bas€d Business Committce
10 Wdeffiide Plaza Suite 6H
Ner,v

Yqh,

hfy

10010

(212) 68534s4

Natiqral Women's Businm Council (NWBC)
4O9 3''r S'tre€t, SW, Surte 5850

Wadringtm, DC 20034
(202) 205-3850

SCORE District O{fice
Small Business

610{

Adrniuigr*im

Brnler Square Buildmg

100 North

e" Srea

Mirneapolis, MI.I 55403

(612)370-2324
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APPEITDD( A
SOTIRCES OF INF'ORMATION A}ID ASSISTAFICE
Secretary of State
i 80 Stae OfficeBuilding
100 Ccnsiturim. Ave.
St. Paul,

MN 55155-1299

(651) 2e6-2803
www.sos.Sde.nlrl.us

Fax Fun:s

Litrary

(65 l ) 296-2803

Public Idormatim (Liss)
(65r ) 297-9r0O

Sm

all Business Administration

htler

610C

I00

Squae Building

Nrth # Str"*

Minneryolis, MN 55403
(612) 370-2324
www.sba.gov

\ilomen's n'ranchise Netftrrk
1350 Ne$/ York

ffff$

Avaue, NW Sdte 900

Wadringm, DC 200054209
(202) 628-8000

www.frmd.ise.mg>

Women Incoryorated (WI)
1401

21dSreetSuile3l0

Sacramato,

CA 95814

(916) 448-8444

www.crycm.cffiJwi/
'Women Venture
2324 l.-Iniversity Ave.

S. Paul, MN

(651)

646-3808
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APPENI}D( B

Business Plan

For
'oThe Perfectly Planned

June 2, 2001

The Perfecfly Planned Party
9401 Parkside Circle North
Chanrplin,

MN 55316

(763) 421-22es

Parfy"
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Business consultants strongly recommend srnall business owners develop a detailed
business

plan. It is like a road map for a long journey. With a road rnap, a person will

waste less time making wrong furns, and

will not have to stop for directions or make pit

stops for gas, and most irnportantly, will have a way to measure progress throughout the

trip.

Determining what is most essential is a crucial step in writing a business plan. By

emphasizing the essentials. an individual can custornize the format

A

to suit his or her needs.

business plan can empower a budding entrepreneur to plan her path and set her course.

The most corlmon reason to create a business plan is the need for outside flnancing.
Banks and investors require a business plan when app$ng for a business loan. More than
having a business plan in place to forecast revenues, expenses and to analyze progress, the
process of creating the business plan and referring to
business owner in that

it creates clarity

as

it

can prove invaluable to the new

to the desired direction and specializations

of

the company.
Business plans often follow an accepted and expected format and flow because they are
an essential that allows investors and venture capitalists

in a specific ve,lrture. Developiog

"

to determine ifthey want to invest

plan that has a little extra something can help set one

business apart from the rest and can leave a special rmprint on one's business plan. In

addition, a developed business plan can build confidence to take an entrepreneur from the
pre-planning phase and make a big difference in the success ofthe business.
The complexity, risk, and competition for my party planning business are all minimal.

My business is a part-time service business without inventory and little competition,
because

ofthat, I only need to cover the basics in my business plan. I

am

not seeking

financing, or writing the plan for anyone but myself so it reallyjus"t needs to include

a
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written overview of the husiness, a description of the service it provides, the market it will
serve, the competition

it will face, and the individuals involved in the business. For my

purpo ses, fin ancial projections are unn ecessary.

My personal business plan will follow.

Objective
The objective ofthis plan is to obtain clarity as to the direction ofthe business. By
outlining goals and objectives, and methods for attracting and kee,ping customers this plan
will enable the owrler to determine price for services and provide a clear strategy and
organized approach as to how the business should get started. In addition, it will be a
resource tool used to indicate the future direction ofthe business.

The Opportunity
The Perfectly Plpnned Party's owner has conducted both primary and sesondary research
into the party planning industry market and has identffied a significantly underserved
se8mnent within it. 'fhe Perfectly Planned Party's service is uniquely positioned to serve
this segment ofthe market because of its small size and ability to work one-on-one with
the customer to tailor to each customers specffic needs, its innovation in parry planning,
and its oumer's prior experience in coordinating many successful and fun parties and
events will set it apart.

The Company
In May 2001, Kristi Rinehart formed a Service company that provided state-of-the-art
went and parry planning. This coryany was located in Charrylin, MN. The coryany
was formed as a sole-proprietorship

The Seruice
The Perfectly Planned Pafi's main service is event and parry planning. The service is
unique in that the owner works directty with the customer, the service has an extensive
amount of diversityto provide the customer with n rrnique parfy experience, and the
service will be customized to provide as much or as little of the service as the customer
desires.

The Coryany provides its eve,nt and pa{v planning service at different levels depending
on the needs of its clients:
o Parry/Eve,nt Set-up
r lnvitations
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.
o
o
t
e
r

Decorations
Party Favors

Gift Wrapping
Organizing Entertainment
Coordinating Catering Sen'ice
Clean-up

Marketing Strategy and fmplementation
The Perfectly Planned Party distinguishes itself from its coryetitors throrrgh its qpeciatized
service. Its competitive edge is its ability to provide customized service to its customers
of better qualiry than any of its coryetitors.
The Perfectly Planned Parfy's owner has developed a marketing stratery that will enable it
to achieve its sales and profitability goals quickly, The plan is divided into three stages:

o
.
t

Stage

I - Getting Staned-Part-time

- Plannin E 20 PartieslEvents
Stage 3 - Ruilfng Business Full-time
Stage 2

The Perfectly Planned Parry will reach the following inportant milestones during the
period covered by this plan:

.
r
t

Milestone I Estahlishing pricing, saryle invitations, favors, and decorations.
Milestone 2 Marketing and getting a customer base.
Milestone 3 Satist ing customers, getting referrals and repeat business.

Owner/Otrlerator
The owner of The Perfectly Planned Parfy is a budding entrepre,lreur with a Master's
Degree in Leadership who has an extensive background and experience with parfy
planning and coordinating:

.
.
o
e
o
.
.

Children's Parties
Theme Parties
BridaUCouple Showers
Baby Showers
Crraduation Parjies

Holiday Eve,nts
Coqporate Events
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Company Summary

History
The Perfectly Planned Party is a sole proprietorship that was founded in May, 2001.
During the Compatry's brief existence, management has spent a significant amount of time
and effort researching the parfy/event planning industry, particularly the children's theme
party sepent ofthe industry.

Locations
The Perfectly Planned Party currentlyhas one office located at 9401 Parkside Circle
MN 55316.

North, Champlin,

Semices

The Perfectly Planned Party of;Fers the follolving service.

Children's Parties
Children's parties are my area of speciahy. They have the following features:

e
o
o
o

Unique themes
They are age appropriate

Total parry packages offered
Top notch entertainment available

Children's party planning offers customers the following benefits:

.
e
o
.

A unique parry

e4perie,nce

ParB is customized to the individual child
Owner will

siryly coordinate or do-it-all from start to finish (you determine)

Satisfaction guaranteed

Theme Parties
Theme parties is another souroe of reve,nue. They have the following features:
a

Any theme imaginable
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t
.

Appropriate for any age

As extravagant

as desired

A theme party offers customers the following benefits:

o
.
.
.

A unique parry experience
Customized
Owner will

siryly coordinate or do-it-all from start to finish

Satisfaction guaranteed

BridaUCouple Showers
BridaUcouple showers are our thfud source of revenue. Th*y have the following features:

.
.
e

As cazual or elegant as requested
Parry to formal atmosphere

A day to be remembered

A Bridal or couple shower offers

.
.
.
e

customers the following benefits

Professionallyplanned
Hassle-free

Affention to every detail
Satisfaction guaranteed

...just to name

a

few

*+*\Mhen customers contact inquiring about specific parties, a one-page resume like form will be sent to
them. That will allow the specrfic type of party or event to be the focus of the customer's attention. There
will also be a b,rochure describing all the services The Perfectly Planned Parfy offers.

Market/Customer Needs
The Perfectly Planned Party's owner has determined that there is a growing need among
customers for parfy/event coordinating. Coryanies such as A Lollipop Experie,nce
Children's Entertainment and Corporate Eve,nt Planning By Happy Faces offer event/parfy
planning hut these fall short of customers needs because oftheir qpecific specialization and
their inabitity to customize to each customers specific desire. The Perfectly Planned
Parfy's service is idealty zuited to filling this need in the marketplace.

Providing the best possible service, being professionaf flexible and willing to go the extra
mile for a customer will keep the clients satisfied and the business growing. By adapting
to customer's needs, adding a personal touch, and using high quality products a person
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can establish a one-on-ore relationship with customers that can not be matched by larger

coryanles.

Market Trends
The majsr trend in the event/party pl+nning market is toward individual and unique parties
and events; something to be talked about. Because there has been a significant increase in
the number of dual income households and lifesryles are busier than ever the need to hire
out event and parfy planning is also on the rise, consumers are more likely to expect
individual attemtion and made-to-order parties. Coryanies that deliver only a qpecific
specialization will gradually be replaced by those that offer additional features and bgtrefits
such as tailor made parties and events, flexibility in terms of doing as much or as little as
the customer requests, adding a personal touch and building relationships.

Industry Analysis
There are a number of dtfferent businesstlpesthat make up the parfyplanning industry.
These include zuppliers like Paper Warehouse and Paper City, A to Z Terrt and Event
Re,ntal and Hwy 55 Renta[ distributor#wholesalers including Litin Paper and Nashville
Wraps, retail businesses zuch as Dunk N Junry Inflatables and Kemel Pops, catalog
companies like Oriental Trading and Birthday E4press, and web sites zuch as
www. childrflrsparties. com and www.bdayexpress. cono-

Strategy and Implementation Plan

Unique Selling Proposition
The Perfectly Planned Party offers unique value to its customers in these ways:

I
t
o

Provides quality service
Tailors to individual needs
High quality

Competitive Edge
The Perfectly Planned Parry is the best provider of parry and event services in the
parfrlevent planning industry. As such, it is in a position to differentiate itself from the
competition and build brand recognition for its services.

Marketing Strategy
Positioning Statement
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The Perfectly Planned Party has positioned itself in a number ways, First, it is positioned
as a high quality provider ofparfy and event coordinating service. Second, it is positioned
as a very flexible provider of quality senrice. Lastly, it is positioned as cutting edge in the
event and parfy planning industry.

Pricing Strategy
The Perfectly Planned Parry's pricing is coryetitive and varies according to specffic event
or party. All party and event prices will depend on the amount of time and expense put
into the serice. A final price can be determined using the following formula to determine
the percentage of profit:
fmaterial/supply cos/s + labor(per project hour) * overherd| x 2 : the price

Another option is to bill the customer for all expenses and then charge a fee. ln many
cases the fee would not be a set fee, rather it would be dependant upon the time put forth.

Promotion Strategy

Advertising
To support its promotion efforts, The Perfectly Planned Pa.ry is qpending its advertising
budget primarily in local newspapers that cater to its target customers" Ads will be run
strategically to support and maximize the impact of the positive editorial that is gamered
in the publications mentioned above.

Customer Loyalty
The oramer believes that in today's marketplace the most successful coryanies are those
that provide excellent service to their customers. The Perfectly Planned Parry is
committed to total customer satisfaction and recognizes it has an opportunity to separate
itself from the rest of the pack by servicing its customers better than anyone else.
The owner has already put into place loyalty programs that will reward customers for their
business. The program offers disoounts to repeat customers as well as qpecial discount
coupons when given referrals.
The Oumer believes that these types of programs serve to not only reward its customers,
but also to build one-oll-one relationships that will grow with the business.

I would like to close with a quote I found rlfiile researching this paper:
"Whatever vou ean do, or dreant you cafl, begin
Boldness hw genius. power, and magic in it."

it
Johann Wolfgmg

vm Godhe
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